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Trialing Issue

Recently, I began to do yoga. Before attending my first class, I imagined an
hour a couple of times a week of stretching and relaxation. I was surprised to
learn that was not the case at all. Yes, there was stretching, but oh, those poses
and I had to hold them for what seemed like hours, but were actually only
minutes or seconds. I watched the instructor who managed to move from
position to position effortlessly, while I struggled. Good thing there is no
grade. As I have continued to attend yoga class I have improved and am
finding it relaxing though my muscles are still rebelling at times.
Like yoga, training and trialing takes practice to perfect. No matter how long
you train a dog, they can always surprise you. Attending a training event can
help you prefect your skill. Practicing daily will also help. We have a young
pup in our house now that is learning come. Not to say he wouldn’t come if
called, but if there was something better to do or smell, he might not return
immediately when called. The command “Come” is easy to teach, especially
with the e-collar, repetition and treats. My husband, Pete and I (it takes two)
work at this three times a day. You see, we want a dog that will come in the
most distracting of circumstances.
Watching experienced trainers, you can pick up a lot tips and tricks for handling
and training. They’ve tried or seen it all and use those tricks from time to time.
If they run into a new problem with a dog, they think about it and try something new. A good friend had a dog that would gobble his food too fast and
then throw it back up. In order to get the dog to slow down his pace of eating,
he gave them a large food bowl, put fist size rocks in it and then the dog food.
This forced the dog to slow his eating as hw fished around the rocks to find the
kibble.
One of my favorite handling tricks is to make yourself visible to your dog on
the retrieve. Doesn’t matter if it’s a water or land retrieve. Some people wear
large white hats and others will move with the dog, stepping to one side or the
other to keep the dog lined up for a smooth and seamless delivery to hand.

The most important tip for training and trialing is to form a relationship with
your dog, practice regularly, and it will soon be second nature. Then there are
only few surprises in the field. Good luck!
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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Ask Butch - Duke
The year was 1992 and I had just got back from Missouri doing a brief stint managing all facets of a catfish
farm. Too many ticks and chiggers were the main reasons I wanted to return to Montana. I had taken a young
all-age pointer with me but no where to run her and not enough time so I sold her to a breeder to enhance his
program.
I still remember going over the pass overlooking Bozeman and feeling at home again and not one idea what I
was going to do. Within two weeks some old friends needed some obedience work on different dogs and I went
door to door and my name somehow reached Doc. But this story is not about me or Doc but one of many
dogs Doc presented me with.
Duke was a seven and a half year old pointer, royally bred from A Rambling Rebel. He had run for six years on
the Alberta prairie free as the wind to find birds and rabbits; to give chase only quitting when the summer sun
parched his throat to exhaustion. There were a few potholes and a good sized rivers Duke could cool down in
and eventually wonder back home for his evening meal. I can't recall how many dogs and puppies Doc had in
Canada but he had forty-three when I started working for him in Montana. Doc was a horse back field trialer
and his eye was on Duke as he loved him dearly. He said he was broke, but later I would discover when Doc
went to bed he would dream and upon awakening it would be true. I worked with Duke all summer but still
didn't have him right. One thing was factual; he was a bird dog. I never worked him when he didn't find wild
birds. He had the most perfect shooting dog pattern and would run to the limit of that standard and we were
becoming a team. That very fall we ran him in two trials but his six years of chasing was wrecking havoc on his
placing but he was so beautiful running we hoped he wouldn't find a bird and be placed on run alone. But the
rascal always found birds and retiring early meant Doc and I could get back to the trailer for a bud light of which
might have been his second greatest love.

I decided that fall I would foot hunt him, sometimes killing the bird, sometimes missing the bird and sometimes
missing on purpose . The big white, orange and ticked dog was enjoying this greatly and I could see his
transformation. By spring we ran in two qualifying trials and placed in both with one first. Doc was elated as
this meant Duke was qualified to run in Championships.
It was a cool frosty morning in Youngstown, Alberta; just a spitting distance from where Duke was born. We
drew a young setter in the first brace. There was a slight fog but promised to lift before the first hour would be
finished. We were turning loose in a seven hundred acre alfalfa field before a great expanse of Canadian
prairie. Doc was going to handle Duke with me scouting because Duke would listen to me quicker if he got
off-course and so the stage was set. The Marshall announced the dogs and the judges shouted, "turn 'em loose".
Time has no meaning during the run but it seemed like Duke and his brace-mate and reached the far end of the
field in just seconds when Doc yelled point for Duke. We all raced our horses to the find and there Duke stood
like a stature with a straight up tail, high head and nostrils flared, sucking up all that sharptail scent. The setter
had taken a slightly different line but hearing the horses turned in Duke's direction. And then the worst hap
pened. Instead of honoring the point, the setter got wind of the birds and couldn't help himself.
Continued on Page 8
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Member Profile: Peter Ward

a compilation of memories by
John Ward, Jame Slade, Norton Cross and George Millard with input from
Bill Canby
Editors Note: Peter Ward has been a part of our
Montana club since the beginning. He is a gentleman,
friendly, quiet and always there with encouragement
and a smile. I do not know Peter as well as some so I
will let them tell his story.
You might say Peter Ward was born into the world of
outdoor sport. His father was one of the owners and
president of the Gokey Company Sporting Goods
Store and national retail catalogue based in St. Paul,
Minnesota, where Peter in his turn served as president
Peter grew up hunting grouse, woodcock, and
pheasants in Minnesota and Wisconsin under the tutelage of his dad and dad's cronies. Three old-time
multi-generation hunting camps, each a Shangri-La in
its own right, added camaraderie, mentoring, and skills, accompanied by a well-loved progression of dogs.
First, the all-around hunter, the black lab, Rommel, excellent flusher, retriever, and barker every time the car
passed cows. Then golden retrievers, the American Brittanies, and finally the canine of his life, Sassy - a
bright, quick, nearly perfect French Brittany . . . followed in time by her progeny which included Sean, who
took the confirmation blue ribbon in Peter's first field trial here in Montana.
Peter became very active in the National French Brittany Club and Montana chapter, which led to his
creating bird habitat on his Montana property where he loves to guide friends off his Gator. His experiences
in Montana are famous. He loves the Big Sky and his work on his property. He will ofter to show you his
coveys of Huns and pheasants always with his Brittanies following about the property.
The theory of hunting with two or three dogs at a time is logical enough. More ground is covered, the dogs
play off each other, they interact with the hunters and the bag is filled. This happy congruence actually
occurred one time on the prairie near Stanley, North Dakota. My shorthair and four of Peter's Brittanies. All
on point, all honoring; a classic moment. Presently, five Sharptails rose. We banged away and he shot a bird
or two, and I was able to bring up my favorite question. "You get any?" He spluttered for a while.
In notes going back 33 years to 1979, the main character, William E “Pete” Ward consistently maintained,
with his dogs, no moderation. In changes of course or direction in life or a speeding car, no half way turns. In
decisions on hunting dogs, Black to White. Rommel was his prize dog back in 1979 (a black lab and a very
good retriever and flushing dog at that). A 180 degree turn when the famous Ubey, a Brittany, set his new
course in dogs for the ’84 hunt.
Three of us, Pete, Bill Canby and myself in Pete’s Jeep Cherokee with, now Rommel, Ubey, my English
Setter, Rabbi McGillicuddy, a kennel and our “stuff” for a week of hunting ducks, geese, Hungarians and
Sharptails. Any day it beat the circus performance of how many clowns could fit in Volkswagen. To
complete the picture, Peter never kept the dogs in kennels. The kennels were there so the dogs could stand
Continued on page 4
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Member Profile - Continued from page 3
on them while he drove, stepping back and forth, on, over, beside, in front of and under the passengers so
they could get a better view. Ubey had to have a view out the window to bark furiously at any cattle. After a
while it did no good to clean the outside of the windshield or windows as dogs’ noses had totally globbed up
the inside.
To accommodate the dogs, Peter fed them on the floor of the front seat. Birds were put on top of the
kennel or in it to keep the dogs from eating them. The Big Question was who trained whom over those
years. Clearly, the dogs trained Peter, Bill Canby, and me. As far as bird counts went to show results, the
average year was 80 to 100 birds, beginning with 97 in 1979 and running up well over 125 in the early ‘90s.
They were superb dogs. But the car, the dogs, our clothes and the accompanying scent was definitely NOT
for the fastidious or discerning, though Peter’s hunting pants did not usually have the crotch entirely ripped.
There wasn’t time to be concerned about that. After all, we were hunting.
Who would want to retire any dog of those unusual abilities? But, it happens. Rommel was retired for the
’87 trip and Peter’s next Brittany, Katie joined the pack. Katie’s favorite habit was to try to reach China by
burrowing to a place under all the equipment and clothing piled in the back seat. There she rode. By 1992,
Ubey was blind (still found and retrieved downed birds). By 1994, Peter had expanded: his first French Brittany, Sassy came with my best setter, Raz M’Taz, Katie and my next setter Amicus Curiae. Still no kennels in
the car. As the dogs aged before retiring, bladder problems happened but it was only bad for the hunter sitting in the back seat, the owners of motels and friends whom Peter visited. Occasionally, it was bad in the
front seat if we stopped to grab a 5 minute hamburger before Peter said, “We’ve GOT to get going”, and an
aging dog also had to get going. But there wasn’t time to let the dogs have a pee or stop for gas, we could
make it to Carrington or Minot.
Car prices increased. The resale value of the Peter’s Jeep Cherokees decreased as the interior odor increased
and as new dogs, Katie in particular, chewed off the plastic door handles, driver’s shift handle, window
handles and whatever else was convenient or tasty due to bird scent or blood on the plastic.
Over the years, Pete’s Brittany menagerie increased to four, and they were invariably good hunters. Maybe
that was partly due to the fact that, with Pete, they got in a good five and a half months of hunting a year,
from Saskatchewan to New Mexico and many other points more or less in between.
It was great hunting with Pete. We all had
stories and it was as if all of us had read
the same Damon Runyon book. Why did
Pete’s shotgun have red day glow tape on
it? What happened to the forearm? Why
did Pete look for his sunglasses for
twenty minutes after taking a nap in the
grass, only to find the glasses inside the
cap he was wearing? Endless and great
memories and great fun. One of the best
hunters and shots I’ve ever seen.

Peter Ward with a group of friends after a
successful pheasant hunt
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2015 European Cup & 2015 International
Epagneul Breton Championships:
Pictorial Essay by Fred Overby
The 2015 European Cup and the 2015 International
Epagneul Breton Championships hosted by the Association
of International Clubs of the Epagneul Breton. There were
entries from approximately fourteen different countries in
each trial.

For my friends who like
dogs of color. This is
Nino--Gert Jan Schaffer's great young b/w dog
at 20 months. (I hope to
be able to breed to this
dog--he's gonna win a lot
the next couple of years.)

The great Gatsby du mas D'Eyraud celebrates after his CACIT win in the barrage at
the 2015 European Coupe.

CEB-US member Rob
Jagerszky and Clint de
L'Ardour exit the field after their run in the 2015
Euro Coupe.

The U.S. A.'s place at
the 2015 AICEB
Championships - it
only took 18 years to
earn that chair!

Griz du mas D"Pataula prepares for his run
in the 2015 European Cup.

Ithaca de L'Ardour with a red legged
partridge pinned. Rob Jagersky,
handling .
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Pointing Dog Steadiness Requirements for Place and
Pass By Peter Wax & Butch Nelson
The following is a general overview of the steadiness requirements for the
United Kennel Club (UKC) Pointing Dog Program. This is not a dissertation
on judging the “Point” or all that goes into placing or passing a dog as that
evaluation is situationally unique. What is not unique, are the requirements of
Point, Flush and Shot, and that the dog that points with the most style and
least amount of handling will most likely be on the podium.
(1) Pointing Requirements for a Pass or Placement in the GUN Dog
Class of the United Kennel Club Pointing Dog: In the UKC Gun
Belle, a gun dog
Dog Class the steadiness requirement are a “staunch point” and steady
either to “Shot” for Placement or “Flush” for Pass. The point must be intense, convincing and
established without influence or encouragement from the handler.
(2) A GUN Class point should have no creep. A slight verbal or hand command, such as a quiet hunter’s
whoa or raised palm, may be given a Gun Class dog and still Place. Any additional commands or
warnings will result in a score of Pass or less. The language in the UKC rule book for this is as
follows: “Dogs in the Gun Dog Class shall not be penalized if given only slight encouragement at the point. However, the
amount of such encouragement may be taken into account by the Judge for scoring First Place, Reserve Placement and Pass
with Honor. Dogs in the Gun Dog Class shall be penalized for receiving more than slight encouragement.”
Note 1: No command to whoa may be given prior to the point.
Note 2: After establishing point a single caution to remain steady can be given and still remain in
contention for a placement.
Note 3: GUN Class dogs may reposition to “Mark” the flight without penalty.
Note 4: A GUN Class dog may break at “Shot” for a Placement or “Flush” for a Pass.

Note 5: A GUN Class dog may break, but not chase. He MUST immediately retrieve or return at the call
of the handler for either Placement or Pass.
Note 6: In a Liberated trial the GUN dog must retrieve to within 15 feet of the handler.
(3)
Pointing Requirements for a Pass or Placement in the
Open Class of the United Kennel Club Pointing Dog: In the
UKC Open Class the steadiness requirements are to establish a
“staunch point” and remain “steady” until leashed, coulered, or
commanded to fetch. The point must be motionless, intense,
convincing, and established without influence from the handler.
An Open Class point can have no creep, and even a slight verbal or
physical command, such as a quiet “hunter’s” whoa or raised palm, will
Zeus, an open dog on point

Continued on page 7
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Steadiness Requirements - Continued from Page 6
result in the dog being eligible for a Pass only, and any additional
commands or warnings will result in the dog being eliminated from
competition. The language in the UKC rule book for this reads as
follows: “[Open Dogs] are steady to wing and to shot. (After establishing the
point, the dog must not move prior to or after the shot unless commanded by the
handler to couler prior to the flush.” And “A dog in the Open Dog Class which
is commanded to whoa either once during the point or the backing dog which is
commanded to whoa once during the commanded retrieve and complies with such
command may Pass, but may not receive First Place, Reserve Placement or a
Pass with Honor. A dog shall be failed if the whoa command is given more than
once.”
Note 1: No command to whoa may be given prior to the point.

Judge and handler prior to a
GUN run

Note 2: After establishing point an Open dog may not be given even a single caution to remain in
contention for a placement.
Note 3: After establishing point an Open dog may be given a single caution to remain in contention
for a pass.
Note 4: Open dogs may reposition to “Mark” the flight without penalty.
Note 5: In an Open Class Liberated trial the dog must remain steady until sent to retrieve and in Wild
trial until leashed.
Note 6: After shot in an Open Liberated trial the dog must retrieve to hand to a single command.
(4) Pointing Requirements for a Pass or Placement in the Open Class Braces of the United Kennel
Club Pointing Dog: In the UKC Open Class Braced the steadiness
requirement are to establish a “staunch point” and remain
“steady” until leashed, coulered, or commanded to fetch. The
“point” must be motionless, intense, convincing, and established
without influence from the handler. The “back” must be
immediate, motionless and established without influence from the
handler.
(5) An Open Class Braced “point” can have no creep and even a
slight verbal or physical command, such as a quiet “hunter’s” whoa
or raised palm will result in the dog being eligible for Pass only and
any additional commands or warnings will result in the dog being
eliminated from competition.

A steady open dog.

Continued from Page 8
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Steadiness Requirements - Continued from Page 7
An Open Class dog is required to “back” or “honor” his or her bracemates point and remain “steady”
until leashed. A dog that does not back or steals a point is eliminated. A stolen point is not to be confused
with a shared find where the first dog to point is judged in pointing and the second is leashed and no “back”
or “honor” judged.
In Open Class the “back” should have no creep and a slight verbal or physical command, such as a quiet
“hunter’s” whoa or raised palm will result in the dog being eligible for Pass only and any additional
commands or warnings will result in the dog being eliminated from competition. Note: Unlike the “point” a
“back” does not need to be intense or convincing though style will be used in determining placement.
Note 1: No command to whoa may be given prior to the point or back.
Note 2: After establishing point or a back an Open Class a dog may not be given even a single caution to
remain in contention for a placement.
Note 3: After establishing point or a back an Open Class dog may be given even a single caution to remain
in contention for a pass.
Note 4: Open Class dogs may reposition to “Mark” the flight without penalty.
Note 5: In an Open Class Liberated braced trial the dog must remain steady until sent to retrieve and in
Wild until leashed.
Note 6: After shot in an Open Class Liberated braced trial the pointing dog must retrieve to hand.

Dogs do speak, but only to those who know how to listen.
Orhan Pamuk

Ask Butch - Continued from Page 2
The birds started popping like popcorn with his handler trying to get his charge under control. Ten, twenty,
thirty then sixty birds were in the air flying in all directions and yet Duke remained oblivious to what was
going on around him. Finally, with a horse so lathered by his chasing, the setter was leashed and all
attention was turned to the pointer. By now I was holding Doc's horse so he could flush and shoot but Doc
didn't make a move as he supposed the birds hadn't already been flushed. Helping him I said "Duke has a
bird right in front of him so go ahead and flush".
As one would surmise, Duke won that Championship and there was a single bird two feet from his
nose . No one could best that performance the rest of the week with some handlers even pulling their dogs
after just thirty minutes. Duke was now eight and a half years old and had just won his only Open Shooting
Dog Championship. I was proud as I could be of Duke and learned a valuable lesson: You CAN teach an
old dog new tricks and WE can all learn from the same experience. I'll never know who was the real
teacher...Butch
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What I Learned About Dog Food Last Winter: A
One Year Follow up 2015 by Ken Bruwelheide
Last summer in the June and July 2014 Whoa Post I wrote a two part article about dog food. I
discussed specifically the change we made for our dogs from a national brand that had changed its
recipe to a grain free dog food. The previous brand was no longer meeting the nutritional and thus
performance needs of our three EBs. I consulted with Libby Burr, animal nutritionist and proprietor,
of Bridger Feeds in Bozeman, Montana.
Libby’s recommendation was to change to a grain free dog kibble food and it has proven to be very
good for our dogs who have been on this food for about 14 months as of this writing. The following
are some practical and noticeable results for our EBs that will soon be ages 10, 8, and 2 ½.
1. Their energy level is higher especially our oldest dog.
2. They are a bit leaner and slightly more muscular.
3. Their coats are significantly brighter in color, smoother, and perhaps a bit thicker.
4. Their eyes and gum tissues appear to be healthier according to our veterinarian. The black small
“growths” on our oldest dog are mostly gone.

5. We feed not only grain free food but also grain free snacks.
6. There are also grain free soft canned foods. While hunting for several days in a row I will split a
can three ways daily and mix it with their kibble. There are several brands available that are
compatible with the dry food.
So, my layman’s analysis is that
grain free dog food works well
for our hard working field dogs,
particularly our older dogs, over
the last 14 months.
Janis' note: Ken took all three of
our dogs to a nearby bird farm
to hunt in mid-February 2015.
He noted especially that Daisy,
age 10, looked and ran like a
much younger dog. All three
dogs have great skin and coats
and eyes are bright. We also give
them a squirt of salmon oil most
days. I find that Daisy's "play"
spirit has returned also.
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Midwest Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
FIELD TRIALS & TAN

AVAD Hunt Club Coon Raids, Iowa

Saturday March 14th, 2015

Sunday March 15th, 2015

Event Type: Type (W) Wild bird

Event Type: Type (W) Wild bird

Open Solo Class

Open Solo Class

Event Type: Type (L) Liberated Bird

Event Type: Type (L) Liberated Bird

Gun Solo Class

Gun Solo Class

Event Type: T.A.N.

Mail Field Trial Entries to:
Royce Stangl, Field Trial/TAN Secretary
26321 Hwy 141
Coon Rapids, IA 50058
avad@iowatelecom.net (712)-683-5752
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The Life of Dogs

Photos provided by: Larry Ellison, Janis Bruwelheide, Bob Clayton
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Recipe: Honey Grilled Tenderloins
provided by Janis Bruwelheide
Ingredients
2 (3/4 lb) pork tenderloins (I often use larger ones and increase the
marinade and glaze. This recipe is great the next day).
MARINADE:
Mix the following 3 ingredients for the meat marinade:
 1/3 c low sodium soy sauce
 ½ tsp. ground ginger
 5 cloves garlic, halved (I use the chopped kind from the produce dept.)
After the 3 hr. marinade in the fridge-mix the glaze to brush on before grilling:
GLAZE:
 2 TB brown sugar
 3 TB honey
 2 tsp. dark sesame oil
Trim fat from tenderloins. Butterfly them by making a lengthwise cut in each, cutting to within ¼ of
the other side. Place in zip lock bag and place the garlic halves or bits in the cut of the tenderloins.
Pour marinade over meat and refrigerate at least 3 hours.
Combine brown sugar, honey, and sesame oil in sauce pan. Cook over low heat stirring constantly
until sugar dissolves (@ 5 minutes or so).
Brush meat with honey mixture. Grill meat over medium hot coals or gas grill at 350 to 400 degrees.
Cook 20 minutes or until meat thermometer inserted in thickest part registers 160 degrees. Turn once
and baste frequently with honey mixture.
I serve this recipe with Uncle Ben’s wild rice mix as a side and a spinach or green salad.
Great as a leftover warmed or just cut into a salad. Enjoy!

Some day you’re the dog,
some days you’re the hydrant.
Anonymous
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Breeders & Stud Dog List
Breeders
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@msn.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Stud Dogs
1. NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour
Hip Rating - A ( France)
2. TR GUN F'Nat du mas d'Pataula
("Pride") TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

GUN Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete
the membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders
who raise UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is
sent directly to over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page.
Provide your information to sniesar@msn.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website
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Join Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Facebook page. If you have a
Facebook page, request to join, its that easy. You can post your pictures,
hunting stories or just events that you share with your dog.
https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/115972485114132/

Up Coming Events
Midwest Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Saturday, March 14, 2015
Type (W) Wild bird, Open Solo Class
(L) Liberated Bird, Gun Solo Class & TAN
Sunday March 15th, 2015
Type (W) Wild bird, Open Solo Class
Type (L) Liberated Bird, Gun Solo Class
Contact: Royce Stangl, avad@iowatelecom.net
(712)-683-5752

Prairie Pointing Dog Club
May 2, 2015
Liberated Open Braces, Open Solo, Gun Solo &
TAN
May 3, 2015
Liberated: Open Solo & Gun Solo
Contact: Trial Secretary: Sherry Niesar,
sniesar@msn.com or (701)527-3714

2 Remaining pups
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:








Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please renew your
and mentors
membership to the
Receive advance notice of special events
Big Sky Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form is below.
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee is
$20 - individuals or $30 - family per year.
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership Form
below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category” $20 Individual Membership _____ $30 Family Membership _____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

